Abstract.-The comparison of mathematical models that represent alternative hypotheses about the tempo and mode of evolutionary change is a common approach for assessing the evolutionary processes underlying phenotypic diversification. However, because model parameters are estimated simultaneously, they are inextricably linked, such that changes in tempo, the pace of evolution, and mode, the manner in which evolution occurs, may be difficult to assess separately. This may potentially complicate biological interpretation, but the extent to which this occurs has not yet been determined. In this study, we examined 160 phylogeny × trait empirical data sets, and conducted extensive numerical phylogenetic simulations, to investigate the efficacy of phylogenetic comparative methods to distinguish between models that represent different evolutionary processes in a phylogenetic context. We observed that, in some circumstances, a high uncertainty exists when attempting to distinguish between alternative evolutionary scenarios underlying phenotypic variation. When examining data sets simulated under known conditions, we found that evolutionary inference is straightforward when phenotypic patterns are generated by simple evolutionary processes that are represented by modifying a single model parameter at a time. However, inferring the exact nature of the evolutionary process that has yielded phenotypic variation when facing complex, potentially more realistic, mechanisms is more problematic. A detailed investigation of the influence of different model parameters showed that changes in evolutionary rates, marked changes in phylogenetic means, or the existence of a strong selective pull on the data, are all readily recovered by phenotypic model comparison. However, under evolutionary processes with a milder restraining pull acting on trait values, alternative models representing very different evolutionary processes may exhibit similar goodness-of-fit to the data, potentially leading to the conflation of interpretations that emphasize tempo and mode during empirical evolutionary inference. This is a mathematical and conceptual property of the considered models that, while not prohibitive for studying phenotypic evolution, should be taken into account and addressed when appropriate. [Comparative method; mode; model fit; phenotypic evolution; phylogeny; tempo.]
The phylogenetic comparative method, where species trait values are examined in light of the phylogeny of the group to infer the evolutionary processes that have shaped phenotypic diversity, is a major framework in evolutionary biology (Harvey and Pagel 1991) . In recent years, remarkable advances have been made by the development of new tools for investigating macroevolutionary phenotypic patterns and testing hypotheses about the biological mechanisms that shape them. Rooted in the approaches of phylogenetic independent contrasts (Felsenstein 1985 (Felsenstein , 1988 and phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS ; Grafen 1989; Rohlf 2001) , numerous methods have been developed to investigate how phenotypes diversify over evolutionary time. Testing for diversifying selection and adaptation (Butler and King 2004) or for adaptive radiation (Harvey and Rambaut 2000; Glor 2010; Harmon et al. 2010) ; understanding whether morphological disparity is coupled to cladogenesis (Harmon et al. 2003; Ricklefs 2004; Rabosky and Adams 2012) or species diversification (Bokma 2002; Adams et al. 2009; Rabosky and Adams 2012) ; identifying phenotypic convergence and parallelism (Harmon et al. 2005; Stayton 2006; Revell et al. 2007; Adams 2010) ; and examining the correlation among traits through evolutionary history (Martins and Garland 1991; Pagel 1998; Revell and Collar 2009 ) are only some examples of how the study of phenotypic traits on phylogenies have aided biologists in understanding the processes driving diversification.
Common to all these approaches is the use of mathematical models that aim at approximating the tempo and mode of evolutionary change (Simpson 1944; Fitch and Ayala 1994) . These models are rooted in similar methods first developed in paleontology to explore how phenotypes evolve. Researchers in this field have long been concerned with evolutionary tempo and mode, which they study by using data from the fossil record to infer these evolutionary parameters (Gingerich 1976; Gould and Eldredge 1977; Gould 1980; Fitch and Ayala 1994) . Paleontological studies were profoundly influenced by the hallmark contribution of George Gaylord Simpson (1944) in which he used the word "tempo" to define the pace at which phenotypic evolution proceeds. Likewise, he defined "mode" as "…the study of the way, manner, or pattern of evolution, a study in which tempo is a basic factor…" (Simpson 1944) . In his definitions, Simpson inextricably linked tempo and mode together: the self-contained description of how fast evolutionary changes occurs (tempo) was a basic component for describing the way in which these changes are attained (mode). Indeed, a recent investigation of the paleontological methods used to estimate and compare evolutionary rates shows that different rate metrics perform better depending on the mode of evolution (Hunt 2012 ). Thus, in paleontological studies, it is clear that tempo and mode are intimately related and can often not be accurately characterized independently (Hunt 2012) . This observation raises an important question: is this also the case when 2 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 65 using phylogenetic comparative approaches to assess phenotypic evolution of extant taxa?
In modern phylogenetic comparative methods, the tempo and mode of evolution are approached through mathematical models that describe extant phenotypic variation given a phylogenetic hypothesis for the group of interest. The first breakthrough toward modeling how continuous phenotypic traits evolve on phylogenies was the introduction of a randomwalk model (Brownian motion, BM; Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza 1964; Felsenstein 1973 Felsenstein , 1985 Felsenstein , 1988 Harvey and Pagel 1991) . Under BM, phenotypic variation accumulates linearly over time and the amount of change in the value of a phenotypic trait (X) over a small time interval (t) can be modeled as:
In Equation (1), dB(t) represents independent, normally distributed, random perturbations and is the evolutionary rate or variance. The maximum-likelihood estimator of the evolutionary rate is given by:
where C is the phylogenetic variance-covariance matrix, N is the number of taxa, X is the vector of phenotypic trait values at the tips of the phylogeny, and E(X) is the expected value of X, or the phylogenetic mean, corresponding to the value at the root node of the phylogeny under BM (O'Meara et al. 2006) . The evolutionary rate is a central parameter of the BM model, as it captures how fast evolution proceeds. As such, it represents Simpson's idea of evolutionary tempo. Despite its enormous utility and wide application in evolutionary research, the BM model is sometimes too simple to represent complex evolutionary reality (Butler and King 2004; Beaulieu et al. 2012) . Extensions to this model have thus been developed to allow assessing not only how fast, but also how evolution has generated the phenotypic patterns observed in nature. One family of these extended models aims at providing a solution for modeling the tempo of phenotypic evolution more accurately. For instance, the pace of phenotypic evolution may vary across single branches of the phylogeny (McPeek 1995; O'Meara et al. 2006; Revell 2008) , between groups of taxa on a phylogeny (Garland 1992; O'Meara et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2006 Thomas et al. , 2009 Adams 2014) , across evolutionary time (Pagel 1999; Blomberg et al. 2003; Harmon et al. 2010) , or among traits (Adams 2013) . Such evolutionary hypotheses are tested by fitting models of evolution that encompass more than one evolutionary rate parameter across the phylogeny, and then comparing their fit to a single-rate BM.
Another family of models includes an additional term, yielding an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process, which describes an evolutionary "pull" of trait mean value toward one or more optima through time:
The first term of Equation (3) corresponds to the random walk component, while the second term represents the strength of selection () toward a phenotypic optimum () (Butler and King 2004; Beaulieu et al. 2012) . Notice that here we follow the notation of Beaulieu et al. (2012) and represent phenotypic optima as , to avoid confusion with the notation , sometimes used for the relative rate parameter (i.e., Thomas et al. 2006; . From the above mathematical formulation, the first term of Equation (3) is dominated by the evolutionary rate . The second term represents a change in mean trait value, occurring toward an optimal state under a pace proportional to (Butler and King 2004) . By varying the terms and of Equation (3), one can represent evolutionary changes that vary in strength and direction, correspondingly (Butler and King 2004; Beaulieu et al. 2012) . For = 0, Equation (3) collapses back to a BM process. Variation in the relative influence of and would then yield models that represent evolutionary processes that lie closer or further away from the simple BM model. In contrast to the first family of models, though, which focus on modifications of the speed by which evolution proceeds, these models represent a shift from a random walk (BM) to an evolutionary process that also encompasses changes in trait mean value.
Recently, more complex models have been developed in an attempt to characterize the biological mechanisms underlying phenotypic evolution more accurately. For instance, this can be done either by allowing all , , and in Equation (3) to vary (Beaulieu et al. 2012) ; or by incorporating different phylogenetic means for different parts of the tree in the calculation of (O'Meara et al. 2006; Thomas et al. 2006 Thomas et al. , 2009 ). In each case, model parameters are simultaneously estimated, typically in concert with maximizing the corresponding likelihood equation (but see also e.g., Revell et al. 2011; Eastman et al. 2011; Revell and Reynolds 2012 for Bayesian implementations). Some of these parameters contribute to modeling trait variance across taxa through a mean value (i.e., phylogenetic means E(X), optimal trait values ), while others model residual variance (i.e., evolutionary rates , strength of selection ). Alternative models are then compared by evaluating their fit to the data given the underlying phylogeny through likelihood comparison methods (e.g., likelihood ratio tests, information theoretic criteria, or Monte Carlo simulations; Boettiger et al. 2012) . Through this procedure, evolutionary biologists attempt to obtain a reliable model of the historical events that underlie current phenotypic variation. As models become more complex, though, inference becomes more complicated. This is because each of the mathematical parameters used to characterize phenotypic evolution in a phylogenetic context is estimated with respect to the other parameters included in the underlying model. Therefore, it is of interest to determine whether changes in model parameters can be readily assessed when using phylogenies to study phenotypic evolution.
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In this article we investigate the efficacy of comparative methods to distinguish between phylogenetic comparative models that emphasize changes in different evolutionary parameters. We restrict our study to those cases where evolutionary changes are found across groups on a phylogeny. These encompass questions about how ecological, biogeographic, historical, or other life-history factors have influenced trait diversification, and they are among the most frequently examined hypotheses in phenotypic evolution. Based on empirical data, we demonstrate that it is frequently the case that models representing very different evolutionary processes are equally likely for describing the data given a phylogeny. A detailed examination of model parameters using simulations indicates that model performance is more strongly dependent on variations in mode than on variations in tempo. When complex evolutionary processes are considered and differences in means are not prominent, different models receive similar support, potentially leading to the conflation of radically different interpretations during evolutionary inference. This is a property of the considered models that, while not prohibitive for studying phenotypic evolution, should be taken into account and addressed when appropriate.
DATA SETS AND MODELS CONSIDERED
In an effort to determine whether different model parameters could be unambiguously approached using standard phylogenetic comparative techniques, we examined previously published data sets and conducted numerical simulations. Empirical data sets were used to investigate the degree of ambiguity encountered when using phylogenetic comparative models on real biological data. In continuation, we used simulations to build specific evolutionary scenarios, where the evolutionary process underlying phenotypic variation was considered known. This allowed us to address whether the inferred evolutionary process found by comparing the fit of alternative evolutionary models to the data matched the known process under which the phenotypes were actually generated.
For each phylogeny × trait data set, empirical or simulated, we fit six evolutionary models, which represent different hypotheses about the process underlying evolutionary change. The simplest model examined, often considered as a null hypothesis, was a simple BM, with a single evolutionary rate across all branches (BM1). In a BM framework, we also examined two other models, which consider variation in evolutionary rates across groups of taxa. The first fits a different evolutionary rate for each group based on a single phylogenetic mean (BMS; i.e., the "noncensored" approach of O'Meara et al. 2006 ). The second fits a different evolutionary rate for each group, also considering different evolutionary means for each group (BMSG; i.e., the "censored" approach of O'Meara et al. 2006 ; see also Thomas et al. 2006 Thomas et al. , 2009 . Note that the method proposed by Thomas et al. (2006) corresponds to the censored approach developed by O'Meara et al. (2006) , when at least one of the examined groups is monophyletic (see Online Appendix 3, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46). In an OU framework, we fit three models: the first with a single rate and a single optimum for all taxa (OU1), the second with a single rate but different optima for each group of taxa (OUM), and the third with different optima and different rates for each group of taxa (OUMV) (Butler and King 2004; Beaulieu et al. 2012 ). We did not consider variation in the strength of selection () across groups, as this parameter has only recently been allowed to vary in evolutionary models and the inference of differences in has been shown to bear a high uncertainty (Beaulieu et al. 2012 ; but see also below for the influence of on model inference). Models were fit using the R-packages OUwie (Beaulieu et al. 2012 ) and motmot (Thomas and Freckleton 2012) . Before engaging in any model comparisons, we first used simulations to confirm that the two software packages provide comparable parameter estimates and likelihood scores (Online Appendix 4, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46). Models that did not reach convergence were excluded from model comparison procedures (see Online Appendix 1, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/ dryad.2ss46, for details).
Once all models were computed, we compared their to the data using likelihood approaches. This is a strategy with a long history in ecology and evolutionary biology, and several different measures may be used to compare the goodness-of-fit of different models (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . One of the most commonly used in recent studies of phenotypic evolution is Akaike's information criterion (AIC). Model comparisons are typically performed by ranking the models based on their AIC. Models that lie less than four AIC units from the model with the lowest value ( AI < 4) are usually considered as indistinguishable in terms of their goodness-of-fit to the data (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . Here we followed a two-step procedure to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of alternative models. First, for each phylogeny × trait data set we ranked all models fitted based on their AICc and retained only those with AICc < 4. We used AICc, which implements a correction to AIC for finite sample size (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . Second, we calculated pairwise AICc values to evaluate similarity in fit between pairs of models lying in the AICc < 4 interval. Notice, however, that this approach can be somewhat problematic, because our comparisons involved several pairs of nested models. Under such circumstances, the log likelihood of the simpler of two models can never exceed that of the more complex one (Hunt 2006 ). As such, if there is no difference in likelihood between the two alternative models, AIC is driven exclusively by the difference in the number of parameters and it will be, for example, AIC ≈ 2 if the models differ by only one in the number of estimated parameters (Burnham and (2011) p. 131). In such cases, one or more models may lie in the AICc < 4 interval, but if the best model is nested in others it should be preferred, and there is in reality no uncertainty in terms of model selection. Taking this property of AIC into account, we examine comparisons of nested and non-nested pairs of models separately when considering the results obtained in relation to variations of evolutionary model parameters.
EVOLUTIONARY INFERENCE ON EMPIRICAL DATA SETS
We compiled a total of 160 phylogeny × trait empirical data sets from 21 published studies that tested for differences between groups in evolutionary tempo and mode across phylogenies. These encompass a wide array of continuous phenotypic traits for several plant and animal taxa, examined on phylogenies of different sizes (Table 1) . In all these studies, the authors examined the effect of some biological factor of interest on phenotypic evolution, by comparing tempo and mode attributes of the evolutionary process across biologically identified groups of interest. We used the biological hypotheses examined by the authors in the original studies to allocate taxa into groups for our comparisons. However, to delimit our analyses, we only conducted comparisons of two groups, as an increase in the number of groups can only make inference more complex. In this context, when original studies included evolutionary models with multiple rates, evolutionary means, or adaptive optima, we broke down these hypotheses into pairwise group comparisons and compared one group with the pool of all other groups considered. Furthermore, for all empirical data sets examined, we closely followed preliminary data processing operations (e.g., logarithmic transformations and size-correction of phenotypic traits, tree-length standardizations) as described by the authors.
Results from Empirical Data Sets
Pairwise comparison between models within 4 AICc units of the first-ranking model indicated that mean pairwise AICc values are often below the established threshold of 4 units ( Fig. 1 ; Online Appendix 1, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46). This means that pairs of models representing different evolutionary hypotheses are frequently very similar in terms of their fit to the data, and thus the best estimate of the evolutionary process may not be easily identifiable. This lack of statistical distinction between models frequently occurred within the BM and within the OU families of models (Fig. 1) . In these cases, the ambiguity in identifying the best model was among models encompassing variations between groups in the rate parameter or among models encompassing variations in the number of hypothesized optima. These sets, however, include models that are nested and therefore this lack of statistical distinctiveness does not hinder evolutionary inference.
However, AICc was also frequently below 4 units when comparing BMS to OU1 or OUM, and BMSG to OUM or OUMV models (Fig. 1) . In these cases, statistical lack of distinctiveness in model fit also translates into an evolutionary uncertainty. Indeed, these pairs of models are not nested and they differ in the model parameters they include, representing radically different evolutionary processes. indistinguishable in terms of fit to the data from an OU1 model where all species evolve toward a single optimum under a single rate. These results indicate that inferring the correct evolutionary model underlying phenotypic diversification between groups may hold a higher uncertainty than is generally appreciated.
SIMULATIONS UNDER DIFFERENT EVOLUTIONARY SCENARIOS
The empirical results above demonstrate that biologists interested in understanding phenotypic evolution may frequently face difficulties when testing hypotheses that encompass the simultaneous modification of several model parameters. To examine the generality of this observation, we used simulations where a continuous trait was simulated on a phylogeny using a known evolutionary process, and the resulting phenotypic patterns were subsequently evaluated using several evolutionary models that differ in their included parameters. In this way, we could determine the extent to which the inferred evolutionary process found by comparing the fit of alternative evolutionary models to the data and the phylogeny matched the 6 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 65 known process under which the phenotypes actually evolved.
Briefly, our simulation protocol was as follows. First we simulated a continuous phenotypic trait evolving on 64-taxa, random phylogenies. We began by simulating a single set of 1000 pure-birth phylogenies ( = 1, = 0) using the pbtree function of phytools R-package (Revell 2012) . All phylogenetic trees were scaled to unit total length, and used as the underlying phylogenetic hypotheses for all simulations. We used OUwie (Beaulieu et al. 2012 ) and motmot (Thomas and Freckleton 2012) R-packages to simulate trait values for two groups under the six evolutionary models described above. Group membership, represented as a binary trait evolving on the phylogeny, was randomized by sampling a single shift in the binary trait in a node relatively deep in the tree, thus yielding at least one monophyletic group. We deliberately avoided examining groups randomly distributed across the phylogeny, because rate estimates in such circumstances are known to be inflated when both means and rates vary across groups, and rate comparison methods may present a high type I error (Thomas et al. 2009 ). For group distribution simulations, we used ape (Paradis et al. 2004) , geiger (Harmon et al. 2009 ), and phangorn (Schliep 2011) packages for R (R Development Core Team 2012).
For the continuous trait, we simulated data sets with or without differences in evolutionary rates (setting 2 1 = 1 and the relative rate parameter 2 2 / 2 1 to either 1 or 6, respectively), under both BM and OU; with or without differences in phylogenetic means under BM (setting the difference in means to either 0 or 3 standard deviations of the mean phenotype at the tips; see Thomas et al. (2006 Thomas et al. ( , 2009 ); and with or without differences in optima () under OU (setting 1 = 1 and the relative optima parameter 2 / 1 to either 1 or 5, which correspond to an absolute difference in optima of 0 or 4, respectively). These parameter settings were chosen to closely match those observed in empirical studies, while maximizing the potential for discriminating between different models (but see below for variation in simulated parameter values). For instance, the tree size used for simulations (64 taxa) approaches that of empirical data sets (mean tree size = 80), while facilitating computation for simulations. Similarly, the mean value of relative rate estimated by the BMS and BMSG models for empirical data sets was approximately 2 2 / 2 1 = 5 (depending on the model fit) and we set this parameter to 2 2 / 2 1 = 6. In OU-based simulations, the "rubber band" parameter (Butler and King 2004 ) was set to = 1, which translates to a moderate phylogenetic half-life of t 1/2 = ln(2)/ ≈ 0.69. This parameter represents the time it takes for adaptation to a new optimum to become more influential than constraints from the ancestral state and, as such, it substantially influences the dynamics of OU models (Hansen 1997 ; see also further on for the effect of variation in ). Combinations of the above parameter settings yield the six models examined for the empirical data sets (e.g., BM1, BMS, BMSG, OU1, OUM, and OUMV). We simulated a total of 1000 data sets under each model.
We then fit the same set of six models to all simulated data sets and followed the same procedure as above to filter out models that did not reach convergence. In brief, we first excluded all models that failed to converge (giving package errors and failing to provide a solution), as well as those models in which the estimated alpha parameter equaled the upper bound of the optimizing algorithm. Then, for each type of model fitted, we examined the distribution of estimates for each of the model parameters across the 1000 data sets simulated for each evolutionary process and filtered out models with relative sigma, difference in means (for the BMSG model) or relative optima (for the OUM and OUMV models) parameter values that were outside the 99% quantiles of the parameter distribution. Finally, we conducted comparisons using AICc to gain insight into potential convergence between models in terms of fit to the data.
Simulation Results
In accordance with the pattern observed in empirical data sets, model evaluation of data simulated under known evolutionary processes indicated that, for the simulation conditions used, several of the candidate models could not be efficiently distinguished with respect to their statistical fit to the data. Importantly, while the model used to simulate the data was very often the one with the lowest mean AICc score for that simulation condition, several other evolutionary models were within 4 AICc units from it or exhibited lower AICc values than it (Fig. 2) . Since using simulations enables us to access the "true" underlying process, this indicates that alternative evolutionary models might be equally plausible explanations for phenotypic patterns generated under a specific evolutionary model. For the most simple model available (BM1; Fig. 2a) , several other models exhibited AICc < 4, but BM1 was globally the best-fit model. However, when model parameters varied between groups inferential ambiguity increased. For instance, when all taxa evolved toward a single selective optimum (OU1; Fig. 2d) , several other models were frequently in the AICc < 4 interval. Interestingly, we found that variation in evolutionary rates between groups of taxa was generally easy to detect. When data were simulated with = 2 2 / 2 1 = 1 (e.g., under the BMS, BMSG, and OUMV models), models that represented a process with a single rate across the phylogeny were visibly worse in terms of likelihood, and exhibited very high AICc scores (Fig. 2b,c,f) . Thus, current models used in phylogenetic comparative methods are capable of diagnosing the presence of multiple evolutionary rates on a phylogeny, when evolutionary rate is known to vary across groups of taxa.
While differences in fit to the data may be reliably identified between models that contain distinct 7 FIGURE 2. Quantile boxplots of AICc scores obtained by simulating 1000 data sets under six different models a) BM1, b) BMS, c) BMSG, d) OU1, e) OUM, f) OUMV and then fitting the same six models to each of them. AICc have been standardized relative to the simulating model ("real" model underlying the data), which therefore always has AICc = 0. The dashed horizontal line represents the frequently used threshold of AICc = 4. evolutionary rates, variation in parameters that describe differences in evolutionary means (i.e., E(X), , and in Equations (2) and (3)) was not nearly as straightforward to identify. Specifically, for data sets simulated with multiple rates (Fig. 2b,c,f) , both BM and OU models that allow for variation in rates (e.g., BMS, BMSG, and OUMV) showed similar fits to the data, irrespective of the model used to produce phenotypic variation. A similar pattern was observed for data simulated under an OU process with a single evolutionary rate and two optima (OUM; Fig. 2e ). In this case, the differentiation in phylogenetic means was easily detected, as models not encompassing this parameter (e.g., BM1, BMS, and OU1) generally exhibited high AICc scores. Thus, these results indicate that while model comparison promptly detects that multiple rates or multiple means are necessary for explaining the phenotypic data, it is not conclusive on the mode of evolution that has acted under the simulation conditions used here. The examination of both empirical and simulated data sets suggests that inferring the evolutionary process underlying phenotypic diversity may be challenging. Most importantly, the results obtained by fitting evolutionary models to data simulated under known evolutionary processes suggest that explanations corresponding to models that modify the way trait variance and trait mean value are modeled are often confounded. This may suggest that similar phenotypic patterns may emerge by varying evolutionary tempo, mode, or both. Notice, however, that evolutionary inferences are made by comparing models that modify different parameters of Equation (3), where the two parts of this equation are added together to model phenotypic change. In other words, when modeling phenotypic evolution based on present trait values, one considers a first component related to the mean structure of the data (represented by E(X) and in Equation (3)), and a second component related to the residual variance (determined by and in Equation (3); see also above). As such, variation in the relative weight of these two pieces may be responsible for the convergence in model fit observed above. To investigate this hypothesis and to pinpoint the circumstances under which sets of models may be confounded, we ran additional simulations where we varied the relative magnitude of model parameters. For this, we focused on those simulating conditions and models fit that pointed to a potential conflation of evolutionary model parameters. This way we could examine how different models perform when the relative influence of different parameters on phenotypic patterns are known.
Because statistical ambiguity was mainly encountered in models that involved variations in evolutionary rates and phylogenetic means or selective optima (i.e., BMS, BMSG, OUM, and OUMV), we first conducted simulations in which we varied these model parameters. Specifically, we simulated 1000 data sets under each of these models and setting relative rate to either 3, 4, 5, or 6; difference in means under BMSG to either 1, 2, 4, or 6 standard deviations; and relative optima 2 / 1 to either 2, 5, 10, or 20. We then fit the subset of models that exhibited a mean AICc < 4 during full simulation runs (see Fig. 2 ) to each of the simulated data sets and used AICc among the reduced model set to examine model fit to the data.
Because neither variation in rates, nor differences in phylogenetic means or selective optima, could account for the patterns observed ( Fig. 3 ; see below for details), we focused on the strength of selection in relation to tree length, as expressed by the parameter of Equation (3) and the corresponding phylogenetic half-life (t 1/2 ). Together with the evolutionary rate , the strength of the restraining force determines the expected covariance structure of the data at the tips of the phylogeny and as such it has a profound influence on our capacity of statistically distinguishing between different evolutionary models. To address this possibility, we simulated 1000 data sets under each of the OU models examined above, but in this case setting the phylogenetic half-life parameter t 1/2 to 1, 0.67, 0.5, 0.4, or 0.33. Lower values of t 1/2 correspond to higher values of , a stronger restraining pull of the data toward one or more optimal trait values, and a more marked distinction in the expected covariance structure of the data from a BM model. All other simulating parameters were kept as described above. We then fit the six examined models to each of the simulated data sets and used AICc to examine model fit to the data.
Variation in Evolutionary Rates, Means, and Optima
From these simulations we found that for data simulated under a BM process, with increasing differences in either rates (BMS) or both rates and group means (BMSG), model parameters have little influence on relative model fit, at least within the parameter range examined here (Online Appendix 2, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46). This was not the case for the OU-based simulations. For data simulated with a single rate and increasing relative difference in optima (OUM), the fit of a BMSG and an OUM model was increasingly similar (Fig. 3a) . That is, the higher the difference in optima between groups, the more difficult it is to distinguish between a model of random walk with different rates and means for each group (BMSG) and a model with a single evolutionary rate and different optima for each group (OUM). This suggests that when emphasis is put toward the mean structure of the data (in this case by increasing differentiation in simulated optima), the residual structures provided by the three models become increasingly similar. Indeed, as the difference in optima ( 2 / 1 ) increases the rate parameters () estimated under each of the three models become more similar, such that the instances at which the BMSG and OUM models are indistinguishable are more and more frequent (Online Appendix 5, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46).
For data simulated under OU with two rates and two optima (OUMV), increasing the relative optima parameter ( 2 / 1 ) eventually caused the BMS model to be visibly inappropriate for explaining the data (Fig. 3b) . That is, when differences in selective optima between groups are very marked, a model that does not include any kind of mean differentiation is not sufficient for explaining phenotypic variation. This suggests that the relative fit of different models highly depends on how these partition phenotypic covariation among taxa into the mean and residual components. Interestingly, an increase in relative optima under OUMV generally resulted in a slightly higher performance for the BMSG model, when compared with the OUMV model (horizontal direction in Fig. 3b) . By contrast, an increase in relative evolutionary rate () had the opposite effect, enhancing the fit of OUMV when compared with BMSG (perpendicular direction in Fig. 3b) . Putting both 2016 KALIONTZOPOULOU AND ADAMS-CONFLATION OF TEMPO AND MODE 9 FIGURE 3. Quantile boxplots of AICc scores obtained by fitting the models that showed ambiguous AICc patterns in previous simulations (Fig. 2) . In this case we simulated under OUM (a) and OUMV (b) models with varying relative rates () and relative optima ( 2 / 1 ). AICc have been standardized relative to the simulating model ("real" model underlying the data), which therefore always has AICc = 0. The dashed horizontal line represents the frequently used threshold of AICc = 4. BMS models marked with a star exhibited mean AICc scores above 4 and are off-scale in the presented graphs, to maintain the same scale in all graphs. 10 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 65 sources of variation together, and depending on the relative magnitude of the relative rate () and relative optima ( 2 / 1 ) parameters, simulations yield patterns of phenotypic variation where either BMSG or OUMV may be a better fit, regardless of the fact that the "real" model underlying the data is in fact OUMV.
Given that both models model phenotypic variance allowing for a mean structure that includes different means for each group of taxa, this signifies that both models in fact provide similar estimates for the residual components of Equation (3) and converge toward similar covariance structures for the simulation conditions examined here. This suggests that the simulated selective pull ( in Equation (3)) may not be strong enough for the simulated data to exhibit a covariance structure that is clearly different from what would occur under a BM evolutionary process.
Variation in Phylogenetic Half-Life
Simulations under varying values of , which represents the strength of selection, confirmed that this model parameter has a strong influence on the dynamics of OU models. This influence is directly reflected on our capacity for statistically distinguishing between models that represent changes in trait mean structure. Generally, lower values of alpha, which translate into increased phylogenetic half-life values, make distinguishing the evolutionary models examined here more challenging (Fig. 4) . By contrast, as the restraining force represented by increases, BM models generally become less and less likely for explaining the data. Focusing on pairs of models that exhibited similar AICc scores in previous simulations, and which are not nested (i.e., OU1 vs. BMS; OUM vs. BMS; OUM vs. BMSG; and OUMV vs. BMSG), the results obtained here suggest that, in most cases, the real model underlying the data can be identified if the distinction between a BM and an OU process is sufficiently marked through a relatively strong selective influence.
DISCUSSION
Phylogenetic comparative models are a major tool used to investigate interspecific phenotypic patterns and enhance our understanding of the historical processes that have shaped patterns of phenotypic diversity. Our examination of empirical data indicates that in many circumstances uncertainties may emerge when attempting to distinguish between alternative evolutionary processes underlying phenotypic variation. When using simulations to examine models under known conditions, we found that one can accurately identify some basic characteristics of the evolutionary process (e.g., variation in rates). However, inferring the exact nature of the evolutionary process that has yielded phenotypic variation when using phylogenetic comparative modeling to access complex, potentially more realistic, mechanisms may be more problematic. In these cases, model inference bears a higher ambiguity, where non-nested candidate models may appear equally plausible for explaining phenotypic variation when their goodness of fit to the data is considered. This has important practical and theoretical implications.
For empirical biologists seeking to explain the patterns of phenotypic variation observed in nature, the results obtained here should serve as a cautionary tale when contrasting the fit of mathematical models on phylogenies. Indeed, by conducting comparisons of alternative models that represent hypotheses about the causes underlying phenotypic evolution across 160 empirical data sets, we found that several pairs of models may frequently receive similar support (Fig. 1) . Through simulation experiments we showed that this is not due to some distinctive property of the empirical data sets examined here. Instead, the same tendency was observed when using simulations to produce patterns of phenotypic variation under known evolutionary processes. Thus, a first caution to be taken from these findings is related to the set of candidate models chosen. Because, as shown here, model comparisons can frequently yield ambiguous results, researchers will ensure stronger evolutionary inference by a priori limiting the set of candidate models based on previous knowledge on the biological system under examination (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . Another frequent recommendation has been that, when in doubt (in terms of model selection criteria), simpler evolutionary models should be preferred, as a reduced number of model parameters can be estimated more accurately (Butler and King 2004; Beaulieu et al. 2012; Ho and Ané 2014) . Our findings support this recommendation for the case of examining pairs of nested models. In such circumstances, lack of statistical distinctiveness does not translate into an evolutionary ambiguity. Specifically, when nested pairs of models are contrasted, similarity in AIC scores, or a small difference between them, may actually be the result of very similar model parameters (e.g., Hunt 2006; see also Online Appendix 5, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46) and the evolutionary interpretation of the data is straightforward.
In other circumstances however, this recommendation does not hold. Among the models we compared, those encompassing different evolutionary rates under BM (BMS and BMSG) and evolution toward different optima with a single (OUM) or multiple rates (OUMV) were particularly problematic. Indeed, pairs of models of these four types were frequently indistinguishable in terms of fit to the data, yielding the inference of evolutionary tempo and mode ambiguous (Figs. 1 and 2 ). These pairs of models are not nested, and therefore the lack of statistical distinction between them is problematic in terms of evolutionary interpretation. Technically, this is particularly relevant for pairs of non-nested models that also have the same number of parameters. This is the case, for instance, with the BMS-OU1 and BMSG-OUM pairs of models, with three and four parameters, respectively (Figs. 3 and 4d, e) . This occurs because these models modify different pieces of Equation (3), containing either an additional rate parameter or an additional optimum parameter, resulting in the same total number of estimated parameters. In these circumstances the recommendation of choosing the simpler model is not applicable.
Even with models that do differ in the number of parameters, however, choosing the simpler model is not always straightforward, as the models compared here represent radically different evolutionary processes and would lead to very different biological interpretations.
As such, it is important to understand why they may exhibit similar fits to the data. Simulations under varying model parameters provide some insights to that respect. When phenotypic data were simulated under a diversifying evolutionary process with a single rate (OUM), an increase in simulated relative optima augmented the overlap, in terms of goodness of fit, between the simulating model and a Brownian model with two rates and different phylogenetic means (BMSG; Fig. 3a ). This suggests that both models converge by allowing for different mean structures in each group and reach similar parameter estimates for the residual 12 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 65 structure (Online Appendix 5, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46). Similarly, for data simulated under a diversifying evolutionary process with different rates for the two groups (OUMV) a Brownian model with different phylogenetic means (BMSG), and a model of evolution toward two optima with two evolutionary rates (OUMV) exhibit similar fits to the data (Fig. 3b) . These results, together with the similarity of the model parameters estimated under different models, suggest that the residual structure of OU-simulated data is not sufficiently different from a Brownian process, causing the conflation observed.
Indeed, simulations under varying values of phylogenetic half-life indicate that, when an OU process underlies the data, the strength of selection is critical for accurately assessing alternative models (Fig. 4) . For progressively lower values of relative to tree length, which translate into progressively higher phylogenetic half-life parameters, OU dynamics are not sufficiently different from a BM process, and the parameters estimated under both types of model are essentially the same (Online Appendix 5, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.2ss46), resulting in similar expected covariance structures. Importantly, for relatively low values of alpha (Fig. 4) , this may be interpreted as a conflation of tempo and mode, in the sense that a BM model with rate differentiation between groups (BMSG) and an OU model with moderate rate differentiation and a rubberband component acting on trait mean value (OUMV) could be equally plausible for explaining phenotypic patterns. In these circumstances, however, the selective pull driving phenotypic evolution is not very strong, and both models converge toward similar estimates, essentially representing the same evolutionary process. Two observations are of relevance here: first, empiricists should be able to judge, based on a good knowledge of their model system, how strong the estimated pull of selection on the examined phenotypes is. Phylogenetic half-life is known to vary extensively across different traits and study organisms (Hansen 2012) , such that a close examination of data set-specific estimated model parameters is necessary for understanding whether different candidate models would actually lead to different evolutionary interpretations. Second, it is important to note that the exact biological significance of the BMSG model remains somewhat obscure. Both O'Meara et al. (2006) and Thomas et al. (2006) have suggested, although in different ways, that this model encompasses a quick shift in mean trait value at the base of each subtree evolving under different rates, yielding the different phylogenetic means from which phenotypic variation is modeled under this type of BM model. This kind of quick shift could be further explored and confirmed by modeling a shift in evolutionary rates specifically on the branch leading to these differentiated phylogenetic means of each rate group (Revell 2008) . In terms of covariance structure, however, the dynamics of this model are probably not those typically represented in BM models, which may be contributing to the frequent resemblance of BMSG and OU models. This effect seems to be quite important for the simulation experiments conducted here under trees with 64 taxa, but it may be alleviated in larger data sets, which would provide more power for distinguishing the fit of different models.
On the other hand, the comparison of models under different evolutionary scenarios conducted here also allows us to track the circumstances under which model selection is a powerful tool for inferring how phenotypic evolution has proceeded. Specifically, when phenotypic data are generated by an evolutionary process that encompasses variation across groups only in evolutionary rates or means, model selection promptly detects such differentiation. Simulations under a BM process with different rates for each group resulted in a markedly lower performance of models not encompassing rate differences (Fig. 2b) . This pattern may be associated to the observation that evolutionary rate parameters are generally easier to estimate accurately Ho and Ané 2014) . Similarly, simulations under an OU process where the two groups were driven toward different optima showed that models that do not consider any type of mean differentiation are a poor fit to the data (Fig. 2e) . These results indicate that, when testing hypotheses encompassing changes in single model parameters, the comparison of phylogenetic models is a useful tool for tracing phenotypic evolution. The same is the case when faced with evolutionary processes dominated by a strong selective influence, where phenotypes are promptly driven toward one or more optima. In such circumstances, evolutionary dynamics are determined by a visible dominance of selection () over drift () and model comparison efficiently identifies the evolutionary tempo and mode underlying the data.
Another related aspect that has been recently emphasized by other authors (e.g., Beaulieu et al. 2012) and which is further reinforced by the results presented here is that model selection alone is rarely conclusive for answering a scientific question. Models can only provide the best hypothesis for explaining patterns in data, and as such they are only the first step of exploring what biological factors have acted and how (Losos 2011) . In the context of evolutionary inference examining phenotypic traits on phylogenies, a powerful toolkit exists today for testing many different hypotheses which should be used to obtain multiple lines of evidence for the same question. The evaluation of OU models without a priori defining selective regimes (Ingram and Mahler 2013; Uyeda and Harmon 2014) , the delimitation of the parameter space through the definition of biologically informed priors (Uyeda and Harmon 2014) , or the quantification of statistical model adequacy for explaining phenotypic variation (Pennell et al. 2015) are definitely promising steps in this direction. This also brings into focus the need for models that consider potential variation in mode across time, or in single branches of the phylogeny. While temporal variation in evolutionary tempo has been extensively 2016 KALIONTZOPOULOU AND ADAMS-CONFLATION OF TEMPO AND MODE 13 considered (e.g., Pagel 1998; Blomberg et al. 2003; Harmon et al. 2010) , implementations of evolutionary models that allow for variations in mode across time have only been introduced very recently (Slater 2013) . Such variation would also be potentially relevant for the study of evolutionary tempo. Indeed, variation of the mode of evolution across phylogenetic time is known to entangle the estimation of evolutionary rate parameters in a paleontological framework (Hunt 2012) . Given the conceptual similarities between the observations of Hunt (2012) regarding paleontological inference and the conclusions drawn here with respect to using phylogenies and the comparative method to explore evolutionary tempo and mode, we expect the same to occur in phylogenetic comparative models.
Finally, it is important to remark that the conflation of evolutionary tempo and mode observed under certain conditions is, in our view, not only a methodological issue associated to model selection. It is mainly a central element of how we perceive evolutionary processes through both paleontological and modern phylogenetic comparative methods. In the phylogenetic framework, model parameters such as the evolutionary rate 2 and the phylogenetic half-life t 1/2 are estimated and compared. Some of them are historically more associated to the words tempo, in the case of evolutionary rates, or mode, in the case of the parameter of OU models. However, other models-not examined hereconsider variations in evolutionary rates to actually test hypotheses about tempo. The Early Burst model of fast phenotypic evolution early during diversification followed by slower evolutionary rates used to test for adaptive radiation (Harmon et al. 2010) , or tests of gradualism versus punctuated equilibria (Pagel 1999) nicely illustrate how evolutionary tempo and mode are conceptually inseparable. The links between these important evolutionary concepts and the mathematical models used to approach them are not, however, always straightforward. The association of model parameters to the terms "tempo" and "mode" bears some ambiguity, and more work is needed to clarify how phylogenetic comparative models can be adequately used to describe the evolutionary process.
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